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Lemma 2 on page 34 is to be corrected as follows:
••• ,2 ) C St(S x) and u 6 z) imply u $  S^(Sx), 3) cp(^ y y) =<p{y, x).
The last part of the proof of Lemma 2 on page 35 is to be corrected as fol­
lows :
Let U(X) be an arbitrary nbd of x e R, then ^  U(x) for some n. If
y € S n ( x ) ,  then x ^ S n ( y ) ,  and hence Sl(x) S l ( y )  =<1). Therefore Sl(z) 
Sl(y)=^(k for every £ 6 Sl(x ) and every 3; C Sn(x), I  e. z e S l(x ) implies S |(2) 
^  Sn(x). Choose m satisfying m ^ n  and S^Cx) Q S l(x ), then x 6 S^(z) implies 
^ G Sm(x) ^  S l(x ) and consequently Sl(z) ^  S^(x) because we can assume with­
out loss of generality that m ^n  implies Si(z) Q Sl(z). Thus {S(:r, UJ| /«=1, 2-*-} 
for U„= {S^(x) I Jt; 6 R} is a nbd basis of x. Therefore R  is metrizable from 
Alexandroff and Urysohn's theorem.
After the publishing of that paper we learned from K. Morita's paper, On 
the simple extension of a space with respect to a uniformity IV, Proc. Japan Acad. 
Vol. 27, No. 9 (1951) that even if a star-refinement of 2) was replaced by a delta- 
refinement, Corollary 9 was valid.
